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Tim O'Brien's ''The Things They Carried'' is a collection of
short stories. Some of the characters appear in several
different stories, and the stories often change.
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Tim O'Brien's ''The Things They Carried'' is a collection of
short stories. Some of the characters appear in several
different stories, and the stories often change.

The Things They Carried: A Work of Fiction - Tim O'Brien Google ?????
The Things They Carried (), a collection of short stories,
also interweaves fiction and autobiography. In his works he
realistically treats both the horrors of.
The Things They Carried - Wikipedia
"The Things They Carried" is a short story collection by Tim
O'Brien. The title story lists all the items the soldiers
carry with them: guns, ammunition, clothes, pills.

One of the first questions people ask about The Things They
Carried is this: Is it a novel, or a collection of short
stories? The title page refers to the book simply.
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His dental phobia and his trick-or-treat adventure, both
revealed in later stories, provide further character
development. Browse Browse by subject.
CrossandO'BrienreminisceaboutthewarandaboutMartha. Violence
and death are reactions to the fear of embarrassment of the
young men who, through the pressure and fear of patriotism,
yield to the identity of a soldier. Although she writes to him
and he carries her letters, rereading them each night, it is
clear that his passion for her is not reciprocated. In order
to mourn Curt Lemon, a man O'Brien did not know well, he
shares a brief recollection about a bizarre interaction
between Lemon and an army dentist.
Asourperceptionofembarrassmentischanged,thiscausesustograpplewith
newly defined concept of American patriotism is a pride that
all Americans face, and some even fear; because when duty
calls, the question of whether or not you will answer will be
a matter of life and death.
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